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INTRODUCTION

The residency selection process is the most exciting and often daunting phase of your time in medical
school. This document doesn't have all the answers, but attempts to summarize the major steps in
obtaining a residency position. This handout will deal mostly with the National Resident Matching
Program (NRMP), since that is the system most of you will use. However, a couple of residency
programs run their own matches. The dates and schedules of these other matches may vary from what
we describe here. It is important that you seek information about the particular programs you are
interested in. Your advisor will be an excellent resource, but don't ignore others. The military match
is so different from the NRMP that you will need to talk to individuals who have gone through it, or
seniors who are going through it now. We will discuss these things in more detail later.
Matching

Which fields?
ERAS
All but ophthalmology and urology
Military
Most fields included
San Francisco Match
Ophthalmology only
AUA
Urology only
** residency programs begin reviewing applications

Application deadline
Sept 28, 2022 **
??
Sept 1, 2022
??

If you have specific questions after looking over this handout, don't be shy. We are happy to discuss
these issues with you. There are also several other excellent resources:





The American College of Surgeons has some very nice publications for students
thinking about a surgical career: an almost “must visit” web site for anyone interested
in Surgery is www.facs.org/residencysearch. This link will take you to the web version
of a little red book called “So, You Want to be a Surgeon”.
For those of you possibly interested in Internal Medicine, the American College of
Physicians/American Society of Internal Medicine website has nice resources about
various training programs. Go to www.acponline.org/membership/medical-students.
One excellent resource from the Association of American Medical Colleges is called,
Roadmap to Residency: From Application to the Match and Beyond. It is available for
free download in a PDF format from www.aamc.org/publications . Just type in
“Roadmap to Residency” in the search box. It covers a lot of subjects in detail, and
would be worth having around just to use as a resource if nothing else.
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TIMETABLE
Most students start seriously thinking about their career choice the middle of their junior year. For
students matching into programs using the NRMP, the following time-line is reasonable. Individuals
in other matches can use the information in a relative way. We will discuss each step in detail later:
January - June: Decide on areas of interest
February: Schedule Senior year
June - August: Obtain an ERAS token from the Dean’s office and register for ERAS on the web
August-September: Register for the NRMP
July - September:
 Complete applications and apply through ERAS (If you are applying to Ophthalmology,
Urology and some Military match positions, you may need to apply on paper. Check with
those matches separately).
 During this time you also will need to take care of some details like: 1) Meet with your career
advisor 2) writing a personal statement, 3) asking faculty members and others to write letters
of recommendation for you and 4) submitting a PROFESSIONAL photo of yourself in ERAS.
 You should aim to get your application into ERAS by September 27th. This is not a hard and
fast deadline, BUT we highly advise that you aim for this date. Some programs will start
contacting you for interviews within a week of this deadline.
October - January: Make appointments and interview at the programs to which you have applied;
February - Enter your NRMP Rank Order List
March – Find out where you matched!!
The NRMP schedule of dates is available on their website (www.nrmp.org). Please watch the short
videos they have included. They are very helpful, especially Charting Outcomes in the Match
Let’s look at each step in the process in some detail.
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Decide on areas of interest
For most of you, this will be the most difficult part. A rare student will know from the first day of
medical school the area in which they want to train. An individual like this can be quite upsetting to
students who have not decided by the middle of the junior year. However, indecision at this point is
more the rule than the exception.
What are some considerations in choosing a residency?
1.

What do YOU want to be? This decision must be yours.

2.

Questions to consider:
 What do you want out of your career?
 How much direct patient care do you want?
 How much continuity of care is important to you?
 Do you have preferences about the types of patients you want to treat (old, young, healthy,
acutely ill, etc.)?
 How much do you enjoy manual activities and the use of machines?
 Do you prefer a great deal of autonomy or would it be OK to work for someone? Do you
like the idea of a very focused area of expertise or would you like more general expertise?
 Do you like routine tasks or would you prefer to work in an environment where you are
never quite sure what is going to happen next?
 What sort of schedule do you want?
 Would you prefer regular, predictable hours?
 Would you accept irregular and unpredictable hours if another aspect of the job was
important to you?
 How do you feel about length of training and income?
 Where do you want to live?
You can work through most of these issues using the Careers in Medicine web site developed
by the Association of American Medical Colleges at
https://www.aamc.org/students/medstudents/cim/
At this website you can work through a self-analysis section and explore various types of
specialties. To get onto this site, you will need your user name and password that you set up
the first time you visited. If you have never visited the site before, or don’t remember user
name and password, you will be able to take care of that on the site.
How to gather info on programs
Once you have begun to narrow down the choices, you will need to gather information on the
specific programs. One of the best sources is called the AMA-FREIDA SYSTEM and is
available on internet. To get to the AMA-FREIDA program, just point your Web browser to
www.ama-assn.org and do a search for the word “Freida”, or just follow the medical student
links. This site provides basic information in terms of affiliations and location. More specific
information is provided when you go to the individual program websites.
Another great source of information about a particular training program in a particular
location is to contact some of our former students who have matched there. You will find
listings of where our students matched in the 2020 -2022 in Appendix A.
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3.

How competitive am I? How difficult is it to get a residency in a given field? Graduates of
the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences College of Medicine have obtained top
residencies in some of the most prestigious residency programs in the country. Remember that
most program directors are looking for an honest, hardworking person who is enthusiastic
about their choice, can get along well with others, and is willing to accept responsibility. They
are also looking for a person who has a caring, helpful attitude toward others.
However, having said that, it is necessary to be realistic. If you are 150th in the class, you are
not going to get an Ophthalmology residency. The following chart from the National
Residency Matching Program, showing national data, should give you some general idea of
how difficult it is to get into various specialty areas. The table shows only the results of the
2022 NRMP match. Be careful with this data because it only applies to the NRMP match.
The table shows the various residency areas and the match rates of students applying in this
areas. The lower the match rate, the more difficult it was to get into that specialty.

As a general rule, it is usually easier to match into primary care areas and harder to match
into the surgical specialty areas, but as you can see above, it can vary.
Students frequently ask about the importance of Step scores, or of doing research. The Association of
American Medical Colleges, in collaboration with the National Resident Matching Program,
publishes a very interesting document called, “Charting Outcomes in the Match”. It looks at success
at matching into a bunch of specialties in the NRMP, and relates that success to things like AOA
membership, USMLE Step 1 scores, etc. The document is far too lengthy to include it here, but you
can find it at www.nrmp.org and do a search on the word “Charting”. You are encouraged to give it a
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look because it will answer most of those questions for many of you. The most important factor in
matching may now be the USMLE Step 2 score. Don’t discount the M3 GPA/class rank as a
major factor. Another very important place to look to see what the residency programs consider
important is the NRMP Program Directors Survey. This survey was distributed in 2021, so Step 1
score was still the most important factor- this will change, I am sure. The second most important is
your MSPE and third is the Step 2 CK.
Once you are interviewed, the most important characteristic they determine in deciding whom to rank
is interpersonal skills, interaction with faculty during interview and feedback from current residents.
The (latest) 2021 version of this document can be found at the NRMP website- Just type in
“residency director survey” at the www.nrmp.org
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June - August: Find information on specific programs.
Most programs now ask that you apply through the Electronic Residency Application Service
(more on this in a second). However, you can’t apply to an infinite number of programs in ERAS (too
expensive), so you first need to gather information and refine your choices. Almost all programs now
have web sites with pretty much all of the information you could want about the program. You can
generally find the programs in the first place with a Google search, or from AMA-Freida (see the
discussion on page 5 concerning Freida). The great thing about Freida is that you can search for
blocks of programs by criteria, such as “all Internal Medicine programs in Ohio”. If you find ones
that you like but can’t get sufficient information about on the web, just send them an email and ask
for information, or call the number usually listed in Freida. Ask for information from all the programs
you are even slightly interested in. You can always discard the ones you don't want.
To how many places should you apply? Fifteen or twenty applications for an average student
applying to very selective residency program would be woefully inadequate. On the other hand, that
number might be about right for a student who was elected into AOA as a junior and who is applying
to a less competitive residency. Just remember that it never hurts (except for the expense) to apply to
more programs than you actually expect to invite you for an interview (obviously avoiding the
extreme). Some programs may not invite you for an interview, while others will simply be impossible
to schedule in your interview period. Be sure and look at the document mentioned above called
“Charting Outcomes in the Match” from the National Residency Matching Program to get an idea of
how many programs to which you should apply.
You want to apply for, and get interviews with, as many programs as you can comfortably fit in
because the chances of matching are directly related to the number of programs you put down on your
final NRMP match list. Most “average” students trying to match to “average” residency
programs should try to list at least 12 programs on their NRMP Rank Order List, so that
means that you have to apply to more so you will get that many interviews and can potentially
rank them. In some statistics presented recently by the NRMP, a reasonably competitive student
applying to a moderately selective specialty, needed to rank about 16 programs to reach 100% match
rate, and even that didn’t guarantee a match. In my humble opinion, 12-15 is adequate. Please don’t
be the interview-hoarder – be reasonable.
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July – September: Sign up for the NRMP
1.

NRMP - Most residency positions in the United States are available through the National
Resident Matching Program (NRMP). You will register with the NRMP via the web
whenever it opens, usually in August or September. It is very important for everyone to sign
up for the NRMP, even if you are going to match through the military match or the
Ophthalmology match. If you don't get a position in the early match, you can then fall back on
the NRMP. Also, many programs in the early match are actually matching you for a year from
the date of your graduation, that is, your second postgraduate year. Under those
circumstances you must obtain your PGY-1 year through the NRMP. It is very
important, however, to remember that when you sign up for the NRMP, you are signing a
binding contract that guarantees you will go where the NRMP matches you. Therefore, if
you match to a military match, or an "early match" that does NOT require you to obtain a first
year position through the NRMP, you will need to withdraw from the NRMP. We will help
you with that. This procedure is explained in detail on their web site.
The NRMP matches into several types of programs. These are described in the NRMP
Applicant Users Guide (www.nrmp.org), but they are also explained briefly here:







Categorical (C) positions are in programs that expect applicants who enter in their first
post-graduate year to continue until they complete the training required for specialty
certification, provided their performance is satisfactory. This is the most common program
type in the NRMP match, and is what most of you will do. An example would be a
categorical Internal Medicine program where you are planning on entering the program,
completing three years of the program, and then being “board eligible” in Internal
Medicine.
Preliminary (P) positions provide one (or rarely two) year(s) of prerequisite training for
entry into advanced positions in specialty programs that require one or more years of
broad clinical training. Internal medicine, surgery, and transitional programs commonly
offer preliminary positions.
Physician (R) positions are advanced positions in specialty programs and are reserved for
physicians who have had prior graduate medical education. Physician positions are not
available to U.S. senior medical students.
Advanced (A) positions are in specialty programs that begin after completion of one or
more years of preliminary training. Applicants without prior graduate medical education
can apply for these positions while also applying for preliminary positions that are
compatible with their plans. PLEASE make sure you understand that if you are applying
to advanced positions, clarify with that residency if you need to apply for a preliminary
spot SEPARATELY or they will offer you a preliminary spot automatically if you match
with them.

The biggest source of confusion comes with Advanced (A) programs. This can work a couple
of different ways. Let’s say that you are trying to match into a Diagnostic Radiology (A)
program. (keep in mind that not all DR programs are Advanced- some are Categorical, like
UAMS) That means that if you match into it, you are going to have to find something to do
the first year after you graduate because the (A) program doesn’t start for you until a year
after you graduate. When you enter your list into the NRMP computer, you would enter your
(A) program on your main (primary) list. It would then ask you to make a list of Preliminary
(P) type programs in a supplemental list so that if you matched into that (A) program, it would
then try to match you into a (P) program from the list of (P) programs you assigned to that (A)
program. This sounds complicated, but it is really pretty simple (see the Applicant Users
Guide on their web site). The caveat: Some (A) programs will have already arranged for
your (P) year and some won’t.
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In almost all cases, you will have to match into your first year position through the NRMP,
but the program may have arranged for it, so, in that situation, you would just put that one
program on your supplemental list for that (A) program. The important thing here is that if
you are planning to put an (A) program on your primary NRMP list, you need to speak with
that program in depth about exactly what you have to do to get a preliminary program if you
match into their (A) program. Have they arranged a (P) year for you if you match with them?
You can’t ask too many questions about this type of arrangement. Those of us in the Dean’s
office will be happy to walk you through this if you find it confusing. In addition, please talk
to your career advisor- they can help you.
We won't go into detail here about the way the NRMP actually works. It will be explained on
their web site. If you have specific questions, please don't hesitate to ask.
2.

Military programs - The truth is that no one understands the military match except the
military and the students who have just gone through it. It has been our experience that those
of you who are in the military already know far more than we do about the military match. If
you have questions, we will try to help you find answers. Dean Williams has more knowledge
about the military match than anyone in the dean’s office. We do have a UAMS military
listerv at UAMS that includes residents and faculty who have been through the military match
and/or are still in the military who can also help answer any questions. Let Dr. Graham or Dr.
Tariq know and we can include you in this listserv.

3.

Early Matches – A couple of fields select residents via an early match (plus or minus some of
their positions in the NRMP, also). These fields are Ophthalmology (through the San
Francisco Match), and Urology (through the Urology Match). In general, things have to be
completed about two months or more ahead of the NRMP schedule. However, these
matches are a little loose, so it is very important that you check with the particular programs
to see what match they are in and exactly what timetable to use. One of the best ways to learn
about these matches is to talk to a resident who just matched through one of them (a current
PGY-1 resident in the specialty area of your choice). The individual will have just gone
through the process and can give you tips on the programs available and the timetable to use.
The San Francisco Match has an excellent web site with lots of information
(http://www.sfmatch.org). Information on the Urology match can be found at
http://www.urologymatch.com/
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Complete applications (July-September)
During this time you also will need to take care of some important details:
1. Requesting your transcripts to be mailed to the programs in which you are interested, or
scanned into ERAS, depending on the program
2. Writing a personal statement
3. Releasing your USMLE Step Scores to the programs to which you are applying
4. Taking a professional picture for ERAS **
5. Asking faculty members and other to write you letters of recommendation.
6. Completing your ERAS application to be submitted by 9/27
7. Writing and approving your MSPE Noteworthy Characteristics
Rule of Thumb - In general, it is best to apply as early as possible after ERAS opens. Most
residency programs only have a limited number of interview spots, and they frequently give them
away first come, first served. You can usually start putting your application into ERAS in July, and
the programs can start getting your information from ERAS about September 28. You should aim
to have your ERAS application “out there” no later than September 27th. That doesn’t mean that
you have to have all of your letters of recommendation in that quickly, but the basic application
should get out their earlier rather than later.
While we have indicated a broad time frame for the application process, in most fields, interview
slots are limited and given on a "first-come-first-served" basis. Therefore, if you want to have some
flexibility in choosing your interview dates, you cannot afford to drag your feet on the applications.
Many programs are beginning to set up interviews before your entire file is complete.

The MSPE
The MSPE, AKA Deans Letter is written by Drs. Graham, Worley, Clemmons or Tariq, and is a
simple summary of your academic activities here as a student. In addition, you have the opportunity
to add pertinent information in a new “Noteworthy characteristics” category. We will upload your
MSPE letters into ERAS by September 20th. We will not send them early for the early matches and
we will not send them early for the military matches. More and more programs are starting to set up
interviews before the MSPE comes out.
Electronic Residency Application Service (ERAS)
With a few exceptions, most of you will apply to residency programs using ERAS. If you apply to
Ophthalmology you will use a different kind of common application form through the San Francisco
Match (see the San Francisco Match web site noted above). Urology matches separately, but applies
through ERAS. The military matches separately, but most of the applications are through ERAS.

Here are the basic steps:
1. You fill out your ERAS application form directly on the Web using a “token” number that
you will get from the Dean's office in June-July..
2. You will fill out the universal application form and indicate to which programs you want your
application sent.
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3. You will also enter your personal statement. You will indicate whether or not you wish a
USMLE transcript sent, note the individuals from whom you will request letters of
recommendation, etc.
4. When you put your list of letter writers into ERAS, you will be able to print out individualized
cover sheets to give to them that tell them how to upload your letters into your application.
This office will not upload the letters for them.
*** If you are applying to a program that isn’t participating in ERAS, you will just have to make
your application to that program on paper and let us know where to send your MSPE and
transcript, but that is very rare.
As soon as the ERAS system is ready to begin accepting application materials we will notify the class
so anyone wishing to apply to any of the participating programs can start the process. We will also
supply a great deal of specific information on exactly how to use the system, our internal deadlines,
etc.
One Person’s Opinion – A program director from a very prestigious residency program
presented at the Association of American Medical Colleges program on the transition to
residency. He said that the “negatives” in the ERAS application that really made him wonder
about a student were: Time gaps in their education, a course failure, USMLE failures, a
negative letter of reference, professionalism issues, an unexplained leave of absence, NO
USMLE SCORES, an unprofessional picture, a student who is at risk of not graduating on
time for some reason, AN UNPROFESSIONAL E-MAIL ADDRESS.
What about other details?
1.

Reviewing your MSPE. For ERAS programs, we take care of your MSPEs. We release them
and upload them into ERAS. For non-ERAS programs (rare), you will also have to supply the
Academic Affairs office with a list of addresses. We have a form you can use for this purpose.
DO NOT give us the addresses of programs to which you are applying through ERAS, only
the addresses of programs that don’t use ERAS so we can send them a paper copy.

2.

Writing a personal statement - This may be the most important part of your application and,
for some, the most difficult. It is a short statement about you and your career goals. It may take
a long time to write a good one.

It is usually no more than the front of one typewritten page in length, about 3 to 5 paragraphs. It
should be written in a concise style with short, neat sentences. Rightly or wrongly, you will be judged
on the way you express your thoughts as much as on the thoughts you express. If you are not too
good at that sort of thing, get someone to help you. The content should say something about you, how
you have arrived at the decision to go into the specialty area you are applying for, and why you think
you would be good at it. You might want to mention factors that you think would especially qualify
you for that specialty area. It is also a good idea to include a brief statement on what you intend to do
during your career in the specialty area. This is not the time to hide your light under a basket.
Some feel that committees are more likely to use the personal statement to eliminate rather than
choose applicants. Programs will eliminate those students with personal statements suggesting that
they are poorly educated or weird. Many people recommend that you steer away from politics and
religion. We will go over the nuts and bolts of the personal statement in July during the Residency
Prep Program sessions. Drs. Wheeler, Graham, and Tariq will be happy to look at your statements
and go over them with you. Most people go through three or four drafts, so start early.
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You may be disappointed that we have not included a sample of a personal statement. The omission
was intentional. The personal statement is the most personal part of your application. We would
rather you start working on one in your own words and then let us help you mold it, than to have you
copy the style of someone else.
You may be disappointed that ERAS doesn’t allow fancy fonts and page formatting. Just remember
that everybody’s looks the same. Also, be aware that in ERAS, it is possible to have many different
personal statements. You can send one PS to all programs, or a different one to each program. There
is a lot of flexibility built into this system.
One final thought about the personal statement. Almost everyone is now using “plagiarism checkers”
to make sure the personal statements they receive are genuine. DO NOT, UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES, COPY A PERSONAL STATEMENT FROM THE WEB, OR IN ANY WAY
SEND A PERSONAL STATEMENT THAT ISN’T REALLY YOURS. The program will almost
certainly find out and then you’re toast.
3. Asking faculty members and others to write you letters of recommendation –
How many letters of recommendation do you need? In ERAS, you can put in as many letters of
recommendation as you like into the system, but you can only send a maximum of four letters to any
given program (this does not include the MSPE, which will be attached automatically to each
program to which you apply. You can attach four letters of recommendation IN ADDITION TO the
MSPE.). You don’t have to attach four letters to each program, and in fact, three is probably the most
commonly used number. Many times the programs will tell you exactly how many they expect, and
you should stick with that number. Who should you ask to write your letters? A survey was done
asking residency program directors to rank the importance of four letters of recommendation. The
rank order from the most important at the top to the least important at the bottom was:
1. Clinical Faculty member in their hospital in their specialty.
2. Chair of Department in their specialty. (some departments already require chair’s letter)
3. Clinical Faculty in their specialty
4. Clinical Faculty in another specialty
You can immediately see one advantage of doing an off-campus elective at a school of interest. It is
usually better to get a letter from a senior faculty member than from a junior faculty member. Also, it
is better to get a letter from a faculty member than from a private physician. However, the most
important thing is to get a letter from someone who has worked with you, really knows you, and is
willing to write you a good letter. An exception to this is the "Chair's letter." Say you are applying to
Internal Medicine programs. They will frequently ask for a letter from your Chair of Medicine. This
request may throw you if you have never even met the Chair of Medicine. Don't worry. The Chairs do
this all the time. It would help them, of course, if you would send copies of your evaluations, personal
statement, etc. It is not a bad idea to make an appointment and drop by for a very brief visit if you
have never worked with them. You can obtain an unofficial copy of your transcript from the
registrar's office to give each of these individuals as well. Not all residencies require a Chair letter,
but several do.
When you ask someone to write a letter, it is useful to ask if they would feel comfortable writing a
letter of recommendation for you, and if they feel they could write a supportive letter. Occasionally,
someone may not feel they can write you a really good letter. Obviously, you would be better off
without that letter.
For those programs to which you are applying through ERAS, that system will print out neat little
request forms that act as cover sheets which you can give to the faculty members you are asking to
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write letters of recommendation. It will tell them to whom they should address the letter (Dear
Program Director) and how to upload a PDF version of the letter. For those of you applying to
programs not participating in ERAS, be sure you provide your reference letter writers with a
READABLE and accurate list of names and addresses to whom you want the letter sent. After the
letters are written, a personal note of thanks is appropriate. Remember, the letter writer (and his or her
secretary) is doing you a favor. Let me emphasize a point that causes a great deal of confusion. If
you are asking someone to write a letter of recommendation that is to go into the ERAS system,
it is addressed to “Dear Program Director” and it must now be uploaded directly by the letter
writer. If you are asking someone to write a letter of recommendation to a program that is not
participating in ERAS, the letter writer should send that letter directly to the program and
NOT TO US HERE IN THE DEAN’S OFFICE.
Should you waive access to the letter? In general YES! It is best if you tell your letter writers that you
wish to waive access to their letter (on the form printed out by ERAS, there is even a space where you
can indicate this and sign it). Program directors tend to trust letters more if it states that you have
waived your right to access it.
4.
Sending a USMLE transcript -Most programs will want your National Board (USMLE)
scores. If you are applying using ERAS, you can simply check a little box on the application and
your USMLE transcript will automatically be sent electronically to the programs you designate.
If you are applying to programs on paper, you will have to arrange for the NBME to send the NBME
transcript on paper. To arrange for a NBME transcript to be sent to a third party, you must contact the
National Board directly (see the Frequently asked questions section of the NBME web site at
www.nbme.org for instructions on how to have your scores sent to a third party. JUST AS WE WILL
NOT ALLOW ANOTHER INSTITUTION TO SECONDARILY RELEASE ONE OF OUR
TRANSCRIPTS TO A THIRD PARTY, THE NATIONAL BOARD HAS ASKED THAT WE NOT
SECONDARILY RELEASE THEIRS. THEREFORE, WE WILL NOT INCLUDE YOUR
NATIONAL BOARD SCORES IN YOUR MSPE, AND WE WILL NOT NOTARIZE A PIECE OF
PAPER WITH YOUR NBME SCORES ON IT. You are in charge of releasing this information!
5.
Taking USMLE Step 2 – The majority of programs want to look at your Step 1 AND Step 2
scores, before deciding whether or not to invite you to interview. Therefore, we strongly urge you to
take Step 2 as early as you think you are ready to.
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October - January: Make appointments and interview at the programs to which you have
applied
Actually, this timetable may start as early as September for some programs.
Many individuals sitting on residency selection committees say that the personal interview is the most
important single element in getting (or losing) a residency position. Currently all interviews will be
held on zoom. Although this process saves students a lot of money, it also limits you from getting a
sense of the culture of a program. Most programs are offering second looks- so you can actually visit
those programs you are seriously interested in.
A.

How and when to set up interviews - Some programs interview everyone and some only
interview by invitation. Programs are starting to interview people earlier and earlier. It used to
be unusual for programs in the NRMP to interview anyone before October 15th, but that isn’t
true anymore. This is a great reason to get your application in early, so the interview
positions don’t fill up. You will usually get information in the application packet about when
to expect to hear about an interview. If you do not receive information, ask.
This brings up a critical point: THE RULE OF THE SECRETARY!!!
The secretary of the residency program director, or of the chairman of the residency selection
committee, can many times make or break you. Be nice. Don't fawn, just treat them with
respect. Don't lose your sense of humor. We know of a student who probably lost a residency
position when the program director's secretary remarked to the program director that the
student was rude to her over the telephone.
You should have heard from the residency program six weeks or so before the expected
interview date. If this time is approaching and notification has not come, contact the secretary.
Where appropriate, it is most helpful to let the program know of preferred dates and if a
spouse or companion will also visit. Most programs are pretty good about fitting interviews
into your schedule, but you may have some programs that only interview on Fridays, for
example, which can destroy your plans.
There is no consensus, but research does suggest you should probably not interview first in
the place you really want to go. A little warm-up in places you are interested in, but are not
your top choices, may be wise. Some studies have also shown that you have a greater chance
of being selected somewhere if you interview there late in the interview period. They
remember you better when it comes time to make their list.

B.

The interview – It is hard to think of anything to say about the interview that you don’t
already know just by instinct. Don’t stare at the floor. Act interested. Dress professionally.
Shine your shoes. Cut your hair and take out your nose ring (sorry). Dr. Spond and Dr
Clemmons run a “Mock Interview” program in August-October and ALL of you are required
to sign up for that opportunity.

Here is what one program director said were the negative things that would kill your chances in his
program: Rudeness to staff, arrogance, disinterest, inappropriate questions, poor social skills,
unsophisticated interview answers, poor attire or grooming, too much interest (seeming insincere).
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February: Enter your NRMP Rank Order List
After the applications are done and the interviews are over, you have one last step to take. You must
sit down and enter your Rank Order List (ROL). This is simply a list of the programs you are
interested in, in rank order, with the most desirable at the top and the least desirable at the bottom.
You will enter this list into the NRMP computer directly though the Web. You will receive complete
instructions from the NRMP when the time comes. We will have a class meeting specifically on
ROL.
March: Find out where you matched
Match Day, when the general results of the match are announced, will usually be on the third Friday
in March. What do you do if you don’t match? In the past, there has been a horrible thing called the
“scramble” where everyone needing a position just started calling every program that had an open
position all at once and it was terrible. Now, the NRMP is using a slightly less horrible system called
SOAP (Supplemental Offer and Acceptance Program) that enables any unmatched applicants to apply
through ERAS for open positions and then try to get them in a more civilized process. Here is the
problem: The process may be more civilized, but the end result is going to be the same. There are far
more individuals looking for programs in the “scramble” than there are positions in the scramble
(about 8 people looking for every one position) – and it is going to get progressively worse as more
medical schools open, more classes are expanded, and yet the number of programs available stays
about the same.
The bottom line is that you want to put plenty of positions on your NRMP Rank Order List so you
match. It is very important that you try to match. It has been our experience that the most common
reason for students not matching is that the student is unrealistic about his/her chances. This may
mean that they were low in class rank, or failed the USMLE Step 1, and tried to get into a selective
specialty, or it may mean that they didn’t put enough programs on their match list considering their
credentials and the selectivity of the specialty area in which they were trying to match. Talk with your
advisors or those of us in the Dean’s office about your chances to try and avoid this pitfall. If you do
find yourself without a position, SOAP should be available to help you. We will be giving you much
more information about SOAP as the time draws near.

SUMMARY
Getting into a residency program is exciting, expensive, rewarding, exhausting, important and
frustrating. Just hold on. We have attempted to summarize some of the information you need to get
the best residency possible. However, to keep this publication reasonably short, we have left out a lot
of information. Don't hesitate to come by the Dean's office for additional help.
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